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The finale of The Bachelor starring Ben Flajnik airs tonight on
ABC. While many consider it a foregone conclusion that
bachelor Ben chooses villain Courtney Robertson, there are
still plenty of reasons to tune in, including these top ten.

1. The spectacular scenery of Switzerland. While
most finales of The Bachelor or The Bachelorette
end up in a tropical location, tonight’s finale takes
place in Zermatt Switzerland, high in the snowy
peaks of the soaring Alps.

2. Lindzi says she’s nothing like Courtney. Lindzi
arrives first at the chalet and makes a great first
impression. The two lovebirds enjoy an
adventurous day of skiing the Swiss Alps. When
Ben's sister asks Lindzi about Courtney, she
admits that some women didn't get along with her,
but reassures Ben’s family that she is nothing like
Courtney. Lindzi is a hit and the family believes
she would be a great addition to their family.

3. Courtney makes an impression. Despite being
this season’s villain, Courtney Robertson somehow
manages to win over Ben’s family. Ben and
Courtney spend the day soaring over the summit
of the Matterhorn in a helicopter and picnicking
high above the snow covered Alps. When up close
and personal with Ben’s family, she somehow
manages to win them over. Go figure.

4. Ben’s family weighs in. Ben reunites with his
family in Switzerland, who meet the final two
women. When Ben's mother and sister find out
that Courtney didn't get along well with the other
ladies, it immediately raises a red flag for them, but
Ben pleads with them to keep an open mind.

5. Ben breaks down. With his search for his soul
mate almost over, emotions run high and Ben
breaks down while talking to Chris Harrison about
his ultimate choice. It may be heart-wrenching to
watch, but it makes for great TV.

6. Two relationships, one choice. It’s crunch time
for Ben Flajnik. Will he choose his slowly
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developing relationship with Lindzi that turned into
a flame? Will he take a roller coaster ride with
Courtney? It’s all revealed on tonight’s finale.

7. The Bachelor: After the Final Rose. A one-hour
episode of The Bachelor: After the Final Rose will
air right after the dramatic finale. The woman who
received the final rose joins Ben for the first time in
public as a couple. They discuss the highs and
lows of their relationship and what the future holds
for them. It's the emotional ending to Ben's
heartfelt journey to finally find true love.

8. Ashley and J.P. return. Bachelorette Ashley
Hebert and her fiance J.P. discuss their future
wedding plans and how they've found lasting
happiness together on The Bachelor: After the
Final Rose.

9. Trista Sutter tweets live. Trista Sutter is happily
married to Ryan Sutter, whom she met on The
Bachelorette. They have two children. Every
Monday, Trista tweets live as she watches The
Bachelor. In the past, Sutter has been no big fan
of Courtney. Just last week, she tweeted,
“Courtney, once again u may want 2 rephrase
…you actually showed that u are incredibly mean-
spirited. Take ownership & apologize from there.”

10. Is Reality Steve right? All along, Reality Steve
has predicted that Courtney wins Ben’s heart
tonight. Is he right? Host Chris Harrison warns fans
that After the Final Rose might not play out the
way fans and tabloids expect. He told BuddyTV,
"All I will say is, let's sit back, take it all in, maybe
take a night to sleep on it and then let's go to
Twitter and go to town."

The 2-hour finale of The Bachelor airs tonight at 8/7c on
ABC. After the Rose airs directly after the finale at 10/9c.

Ben Flajnik’s two remaining choices on this season of The
Bachelor are:

1. Lindzi Cox (28): Business development manager
from Santa Monica, CA

2. Courtney Robertson (28): Model from Santa
Monica, CA

Do you want to stay in-the-know? Then sign up to get my
articles personally delivered to your in-box. Just click on
SUBSCRIBE, and you'll stay up-to-the-minute with your
favorite television shows and stars.
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